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no longer works with photoshop elements. the creative cloud subscription, as a stand-alone product, does not include support for lightroom, photoshop, or the other adobe products that may be associated with the creative cloud. thus, after october 31, 2018, adobe will no longer be offering the standalone lightroom cc subscription. there are many reports of lightroom crashing when users re-open a photo taken in the past and saved. adobe has even admitted to this problem in the past. the fix for this is simple, just delete the original image file. the latest version of lightroom and the lightroom cc has an enormous variety of features, including a photoshop action
to fix red eye, a new lens correction filter, a new 3d depth of field filter, up to 10x faster processing, the ability to take an unlimited number of photos, a new exposure library with a guided editing function, and even automatic ratings of your photos. this latest version comes with more than just the photo-editing features that the previous release included. it also has a new photo sharing site called photofect that lets you upload your photos directly from lightroom and then share them across a variety of platforms. there is also a new border design tool that lets you quickly remove unwanted borders or backgrounds from your photos. these expansions to lightroom

and photoshop will continue to be available for standalone purchase and for purchase as part of a creative cloud subscription. they will be continued to be supported with new features and bug fixes. there are some limited exceptions.
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